INTRODUCTION

Control
theory for time-invariant linear systems which are described by first-order dynamic equations have been well established for decades. Control software tools today are also written in first-order forms. For applications, engineers can simply convert whatever models they have to the first-order forms and then use the existing tools to design the controllers. If the performance requirements are satisfied by the controllers, the design jobs are completed.
If not, the design parameters are changed and the design procedure continues until a satisfactory design is found. For a small scale system, a few design iterations may be enough to complete a satisfactory design.
However, for a large scale system such as the space station, the dynamic model usually involves a large number of degrees of freedom and is best described by second-order dynamic equations in terms of sparse structural matrices including mass and stiffness matrices. For second-order matricesfor flexible structures.As a result,computational efficiencyandphysicalinsight arelost in the first-order form. Existing control analysisanddesignsoftwaremay not be able to handle sucha large systemdue to computationaldifficulties. For example, solving a 1000-by-1000-dimension Riccati equation is considered numerically impossible using today's numerical techniques.There are basicallytwo ways to addressthe controller designproblemsfor a largescalesystem. One way is to minimize thedimensionof the systemmodelby first preservingthe second-order form andthenperforming modelreduction. Laboratoryexperimentsarerequiredto verify thereducedmodelfor robustcontrollerdesigns.Recentlycontrollerdesignsusingsecondorder systemequationsdirectly have gainedattentionin the literature as identified in Ref. [1] . Their computationaladvantagesand physical featuresare also illustrated in Refs. [2] and [3] .
Another way is to design a model-independent controller, which is insensitive to system uncertainties. The objective of this paper is to derive model-independent controllers for dynamic systems using second-order dynamic equations.
When a mass-spring-dashpot is attached to any mechanical system, including flexible space structures, the damping of the system is almost always augmented regardless of the system size.
The parameters of the mass-spring-dashpot are arbitrary, model-independent and thus insensitive to the system uncertainties.
To satisfy the system performance requirements, the parameters are adjusted using the knowledge of the system model. The more the system is known, the better the parameters of the mass-spring-dashpot may be adjusted to meet the performance requirements. Here we will use direct feedback. Let the input vector u be
However
where G is a gain matrix to be determined. Substituting Eq. (3) into Eq. (1) yields 
where Cb is a p x m matrix which may be obtained by Cb = BTHv T (Hv HvT) -1. Assume that the gain matrix G is computed by
where L is a p xp arbitrary matrix. Substituting Eq. (6) in Eq. (4) and noting the assumption that rid = 0 leads to [31.
CONTROLLER WITH SECOND-ORDER DYNAMICS
Assume that the controller to be designed has a set of second-order dynamic equations and measurement equations similar to the system equations, Eqs. (1) and (2) Mc:i. condition, K -BHacHacTB T > 0, K must be increased by at least BHacHacTB r. In other words, the system must be stiffened which can be achieved by adding displacement feedback.
Let the input force be
where G is a gain matrix to be determined. 
Since A little modification of the above design produces a better design which has physical meaning.
Indeed, let
where Kc is assumed to be positive definite so that the solution for ffc exists for any given Bc. In addition, let the gain matrix G in Eq. (23) be slightly modified as follows Thus the second-order control law is simply
where Xc is computed from
The equation of motion which describes the closed-loop behavior of the above system is simply m 0 3i +k¢ -kc Case 2: For dc > 0, the system is always asymptotically stable (unless kc --0, which as discussed before means no control). The energy flows from rn to mc and is dissipated by the damper. Again, for large kc, the system can be approximated as
Introduce the notation Thus,
The design variables in this case are dc and mc. Various choices of dc and mc will result in ¢ > 1, < 1, or _ = 1, which corresponds to the cases the closed-loop system is over-damped, underdamped, or critically damped, respectively. It can be easily shown that the control force applied to the system is simply (36) where Fj denotes the force applied to mj, j = 1, 2; and xc is given by mc_ic+dcic + k_x_ = k_x2
Furthermore, the closed-loop behavior of the above system is governed by 
where
The closed-loop system is equivalent to a mass-spring-dashpot system shown below [o o o o7r 11o/rx,
If velocity measurements arc available, say at the system mass ml, then a dashpot element may be added in between ml and mcl for example. 
Fig. 4 Block diagram of the closed-loop system with acceleration feedback
It is interesting to note that
Figure 5 is equivalent to Fig. 4 
The system is clearly asymptotically stable. The numerator s 2 appears due to the acceleration feedback.
Comparison of Fig. 1 and Fig. 7 
